Society of Thoracic Surgeons

Intermacs/Pedimacs Reporting Webinar

July 16, 2020
Agenda

• Welcome and Introductions
• Call Overview
• Current Reporting Status Update
• User Feedback
The Team

Kathryn Hollifield: STS National Database Manager-Intermacs/Pedimacs

Janella Miller: Intermacs Data Warehouse Quality Manager

Jeanne Anne Love: Intermacs Data Warehouse, Patient Management Director and Data Quality advisor

Ryan Cantor: PhD, Statistician, Director of Reporting at the Intermacs DCC

Maceo Cleggett: Clinical Data Analyst

John Pennington: Intermacs Data Warehouse Senior Data Manager

Leigh Ann Jones: STS National Database Manager-CHSD/GTSD

Carole Krohn: Sr. Clinical Manager, STS National Database
Open Discussion

Please use the Q&A Function.

We will answer as many questions as possible.

We encourage your feedback and want to hear from you!

sts.org
Current Reporting Status Update
Today’s Topics

Intermacs and Pedimacs Reporting

• Additions to the Data Quality and Quality Assurance Reports
STS Intermacs and STS Pedimacs Data Quality Reports

• Added exhibit about patients’ missing discharge forms. The sites may now track missing implant discharge forms.
STS Intermacs Quality Assurance Reports

- Added exhibit comparing patient percent experiencing each adverse event
STS Pedimacs Quality Assurance Reports

• Major report revision to include all patients at site (previous reports had focused on patients receiving durable support)

• Starting 2020 Q1, the statistical summaries and benchmarks for quality assurances portion of this report is organized in 3 sections:

  • Section 1 – All Patients
  • Section 2 – Patients Receiving Durable Support - Patient details and outcomes based on the patients first durable device implanted and subsequent follow-up
  • Section 3 – Patients Receiving Only Temporary Support - Patient details and outcomes based for patients receiving only temporary devices based on the first temporary device implanted and subsequent follow-up
Intermacs & Pedimacs Resources:

https://www.uab.edu/medicine/intermacs/intermacs-documents

INTERMACS-Reports@uabmc.edu

www.sts.org
Thank you for joining!

Next Intermacs/Pedimacs Webinars

July 29, 2020 @ 1 pm CT

Next Intermacs/Pedimacs Reporting Webinar:

October 15, 2020 @ 2 pm CT